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Abstract:While there is robust evidence of segment priming, particularly in some real word contexts, there
is little to no evidence bearing on the issue of priming of subsegmental features, particularly phonological
features. In this article, we present two lexical decision task experiments to show that there are no consistent
priming effects attributable to phonological place of articulation features. Given that there is clear evidence
of segment priming, but no clear evidence of priming due to other phonological representations, we suggest
that it is doubtful that priming is a good tool to study phonological representations, particularly those that
are not consciously accessible.
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1 Introduction
Models of linguistic processing typically include claims about the activation of lexical or sublexical repre-
sentations during perception, and priming paradigms in particular have been extensively used in testing
such theories (Schvaneveldt and Meyer 1973; Neely 1977; Tulving and Schacter 1990). In this article, we
test whether there is any evidence of phonological feature priming, particularly for place of articulation
(POA) features. We do not find any compelling evidence of such feature priming. Given the inconsistent
phonological priming effects observed for other representations, we suggest that priming is not an appro-
priate experimental probe for phonological representations, especially for those that are not consciously
available.

Many studies of priming have attempted to probe the activation of sublexical representations, but results
have been mixed. Slowiaczek and Pisoni (1986) found no effect when the first 1, 2, or 3 word-initial segments
overlapped between prime and target. However, they did find a facilitatory effect withwhole-word repetition;
e.g., black was recognized faster following black, but not bland/burnt when compared to a control. A follow-
up experiment found that the expected facilitatory effect could be obtained when the stimulus was degraded
(Slowiaczek et al. 1987). In contrast to the above results, Radeau et al.’s (1989) lexical decision task study
in French found that overlap of 1 syllable (palais-parure) and 1 segment (poulet-parure) led to an inhibitory
effect, and syllable overlap had a stronger inhibitory effect than segment overlap, indicating the possibility
of competition among activated components. However, Schiller et al. (2002) found little to no evidence of syl-
lable priming, but did find priming related to segmental overlap. Explanations for the mixed findings have
focused on possible differences in word frequency, as high-frequency words are identified more accurately
(Goldinger et al. 1989) and faster (Radeau et al. 1995) than low-frequency ones. A meta-analysis of phono-
logical priming studies reported that while consistent facilitatory priming effects can be seen when the final
sounds of a word match its prime, the effect of initial segment overlap is inconsistent (Dufour 2008). Dufour
explained this difference as potentially tapping into different levels of processing: facilitatory effects reflect
speech recognition occurring prior to lexical access, whereas inhibitory effects reflect competition from other
lexical items that share phonological information with the target. Thus the nature of the effect measured is
informative in determining what stage of processing is active for different types of phonological information.
The methodology is particularly important, as Dufour also noted that there is often a strategic effect seen in
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lexical decision tasks (LDTs) as participants learn task-specific strategies that interfere with the analysis of
automatic processes. High interstimulus intervals and the proportion of related prime/target pairs were also
proposed as potential causes of response biases across many studies.

Segments and syllables, however, can be understood as having both a subconscious phonological rep-
resentation, and also a moderately consciously-available index, possibly facilitated through literacy (Read
1986; Luketala et al. 1995; Kazanina et al. 2017). So, with segment/syllable priming, the priming effects mea-
sured are possibly tapping into consciously-available representations (that are either explicitly learned or
reinforced through cultural norms). Therefore, a remaining question from these studies is whether priming
effects can be observed when probing an abstract level of representation that is not consciously available,
particularly a subsegmental/featural representation.

Goldinger (1998) and Goldinger et al. (1992) addressed this question by probing for priming of what
they called “phonetic features”. In fact, they did find evidence of inhibitory feature priming. However, a
careful look at the items suggests that there was no systematic manipulation of phonological features, i.e.,
subsegmental representations argued for in the phonological literature based on the patterning of sounds
in phonotactic patterns and phonological alternations. Instead, the stimuli involved “phonetic” or “percep-
tual” similarity as established by confusion matrices obtained through perceptual similarity experiments
(e.g., target/related-prime/unrelated-prime triples: late-rate-miss, rod-wit-niece, mutt-notch-will). Further-
more, given that there were differences in the rhymes of the words used in the experiments, it is possi-
ble that what led to the observed priming effects were other uncontrolled aspects of the stimuli (like seg-
mental/rhymal differences), and not quite phonetic similarity. Therefore, the evidence of feature priming,
particularly phonological feature priming, is unclear or still lacking.

Building on these studies, we can ask, through systematically controlling the Related/Unrelated primes,
whether abstract subsegmental phonological features also show a priming effect. If priming studies are
appropriate probes for phonological representations, then a featurally related prime should result in facil-
itated identification of the target. Experiments 1 and 2 test this prediction.

2 Experiment 1
We probe the issue of phonological feature priming through a lexical decision task. In this study, other pos-
sible phonological/phonetic aspects that affect word recognition, such as stress placement (Umeda 1977),
were controlled for by choosing predominantly monosyllabic lexical items. Issues that have been possible
confounds in similar studies, such as task learning (Goldinger 1998), are not an issue in the present study
as any facilitation from learning will affect the control condition the same as the experimental condition.
Finally, because of the robustness of priming with final segment overlap, we decided to work within final
overlap environments, varying only the degree of featural similarity of the very first segment.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Participants

Ninety native speakers of American English were run in a between-subjects design (30 participants in each
POA condition: Bilabial, Alveolar, and Velar). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hear-
ing. Participants were all students at a large Midwestern university and completed the study for course
credit.

2.1.2 Materials

The experiment’s stimuli consisted of 84 pairs ofmonosyllabic words per participant, where the first member
of the pair served as the prime, and the second member served as a target. The stimuli included 28 pairs of
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test words, partitioned into two groups: (a) 14 pairs consisted of real-word rhymes, whose initial consonants
had the same POA but differed only in the voicing (Related pairs), e.g., the target “bat” differs from the prime
“pat” only in the voicing feature. (b) 14 pairs consisted of real-word rhymes, whose initial consonants differed
in both the voicing and at least one other feature (Unrelated pairs), e.g., the target “bang” differs from the
prime “tang” in both voicing and POA. The Unrelated pairs could differ in more than just POA, and we used
the full range of available word-initial phonemes for English, so that Bilabial could be {/p/, /b/, /m/}, Alve-
olar could be {/t/, /d/, /s/, /z/, /n/}, and Velar could be {/k/, /g/}. Crucially, the difference between Related
and Unrelated pairs was that the latter also differed in POA. Therefore, any difference in reaction times (RT)
between the Related/Unrelated targets allows us to isolate the priming effect of POA.

The stimuli also consisted of 56 filler-pair rhymeswhich had the following distribution: (a) 14 pairs where
only the prime was a nonce word; (b) 14 pairs where only the target was a nonce words; (c) 28 pairs where
both prime and target were nonce words. The nonce words followed English phonotactic patterns. Further-
more, there were an equal number (N = 42) of nonce words and fillers for both primes and targets. Finally,
as far as the stimuli were concerned, the only consistent difference between the three participant groups was
the POA of the Related/Unrelated targets (Alveolar/Bilabial/Velar).

Some words in the test items were deemed inappropriate later because they had unintended
slang/problematic interpretations. After removing those words, there were 13 pairs of Bilabial Related words
and 12 pairs of the remaining conditions (see Supplementary Materials).

The stimuliwere recordedby two speakers, onemale andone female,withAmericanMidwestern accents,
such that the same speaker was used for both the prime and target word in each pair. Each speaker recorded
half of the prime, target, and filler items. Each stimulus had ∼50 ms of silence at the beginning, and was
normalized to 70 dB using Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2016).

Word frequencies were obtained from SubtlexUS (Brysbaert and New 2009). The mean loge frequencies
for experimental items did not differ significantly between the Related and Unrelated conditions for any of
the POA conditions for either primes or targets (see Supplementary Materials).

2.1.3 Procedure

We used an LDT to investigate the priming effect in the crucial test stimuli (Related vs. Unrelated targets). All
words were presented auditorily and orthographically on computer screens with an interstimulus interval
of 1 s in pseudorandom order, with the constraint that the relevant prime appeared immediately before the
target.

Participants indicated whether each stimulus was a real word in English or not by pressing “a” (real-
word) or “l” (nonce-word) on a standard QWERTY keyboard. The experiment began with 20 practice words.
There was no option for participants to rehear a word or change an answer.

The experiment was conducted in a quiet room with a group of 3–8 participants per session. The stimuli
were presentedwith a low-noise headset to each participant, and the experimentwas presented via PsychoPy
(Peirce 2007).

2.2 Results

Wemeasured RTs to the target word following either a prime that matched in the POA (Related target) or that
mismatched in POA (Unrelated target).¹ A minimum accuracy threshold of 75% was set to ensure all partici-
pants were paying attention to the stimuli. After applying this accuracy threshold, there were 26 participants
each in the Alveolar and Velar conditions, and 27 in the Bilabial condition. Furthermore, we removed RTs
that were below 250 ms or above 2.5 s as outliers (29 measurements or 1.6% were removed), and removed all
erroneous responses (49 measurements, or 2.6% were removed). We analysed the RTs for correct responses,

1 All data presented in this paper can be accessed at: https://gitlab.com/karthikdurvasula/is-there-phonological-feature-
priming/.
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Table 1: RTs for both target types for each POA (units: ms, loge-ms).

POA Raw RTs (ms) LogeRTs

Unrelated Related Diff. Unrelated Related Diff.

Alveolar 732.2 736.9 −4.7 6.59 6.59 −0.001
Bilabial 688.8 651.0 37.8 6.52 6.47 0.05
Velar 706.5 668.3 38.2 6.55 6.49 0.06

and they were loge transformed for the primary statistical analysis. This was done as raw RTs are typically
not normally distributed; therefore, they violate the normality assumption in standard parametric statistical
tests. A log-transform of the RTsmakes themmore normally distributed, and therefore their use in parametric
statistical tests allows for better interpretability (see Supplementary Materials).

The raw and loge transformed RTs for target words in the Related and Unrelated conditions are shown
below (Table 1).

Visual inspection of themean differences in loge RTs (Unrelated-Related) suggested that theremight be a
facilitation effect of priming for the Related targets, but only for the Bilabial and Velar conditions (Figure 1).

In order to confirm the observations made by visual inspection of the results, we conducted statistical
analysis in R (R Development Core Team 2014) and analysed subject responses using linear mixed-effects
regression models. The models were fitted using the lmer function in the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015).
P-values were obtained using the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al. 2017). The model with the best com-
bination of fixed-effects was identified through backwards elimination of non-significant terms, beginning
with the interactions, through a chi-squared test of the log-likelihood ratios. (see SupplementaryMaterials for
a more in-depth description of model selection.)

We also checked the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) values, as thismeasure takes into account both
the fit of the models and their complexity; the lowest values indicate the model best supported by the data
(Wagenmakers 2007). Finally, following Wagenmakers (2007), we used the BIC values to estimate the Bayes
Factor for different model comparisons, as a larger BIC difference suggests a larger Bayes Factor, indicating
more evidence in favor of a particular model compared to another model (Raftery 1995; Wagenmakers 2007).

For the mixed-effects models, the dependent variable was the loge RTs for target words. The indepen-
dent variables were POA (Bilabial, Alveolar, Velar) and TargetType (Unrelated, Related). The baseline was
the alveolar Related words. The most complex random-effects structure that converged was one with a
varying-intercepts for subjects and items, varying slopes of TargetType by subjects. One might argue that
the random-effects structure justified by the data is not close to being “maximal”. However, if anything, a

Figure 1: LogeRTs for all three places of articulation.
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Table 2: Comparison of linear mixed-effects models for Experiment 1.

Fixed effects BIC χ2 df Pr(>χ2)

Intercept −24
1 + TargetType −19.6 3.0 1 0.08
1 + POA −14.8 2.7 1
,1 + POA + TargetType −10.3 3.0 1 0.08
1 + POA + TargetType + POA*TargetType 3.0 1.7 2 0.42

nonmaximal random-effects structure will lead to an inflation of Type I errors (Barr et al. 2013), i.e., given
this model specification, it is slightly easier to get statistical significance than in a more fully-specified
model. Therefore, any nonsignificant effects are even more surprising, and likely suggest a lack of an
effect.

In Table 2, we present the pairwise comparisons between nestedmodels comparing themodel on the line
that has particular p-value with the model in the previous line.² The best model based on a chi-squared test
of the log-likelihood ratios was the model with just an intercept in the fixed-effects structure, since there was
no significant improvement of the model when the various factors were added. Furthermore, the lowest BIC
value was also the model with just an intercept in the fixed-effects structure. This suggests that none of the
differences between the Unrelated and Related words were significant, i.e., there are no observable priming
effects.

It is important to note that standard null-hypothesis testing only tests for discrepancies from the null-
hypothesis of “no difference”, so it is difficult to interpret a statistically nonsignificant result directly as
support for the null hypothesis. The usual suggestion is to check the power of the experiment; however, this
is not possible in our case. While there are many previous experiments probing phonological priming, there
are no prior experiments specifically on phonological feature priming; therefore, there is no way to get an
independent (or a priori) estimate for phonological feature priming to compare against to check the power of
the experiment. It is sometimes suggested that one should look at “observed” or “post-hoc” power by using
estimates derived from the experiment itself. This calculation of “observed” power has been strongly criti-
cized in the literature, as it essentially tracks the p-values and is independent of a true power calculation
(Hoenig and Heisey 2001, Wagenmakers 2007; Kirby and Sonderegger 2018).

To address the problem with standard null-hypothesis testing and lack of a clear independent estimate
for a power calculation, we followWagenmakers (2007) and use the BIC values to compare the different mod-
els against each other. As Wagenmakers notes, BIC values can be used to approximate the Bayes Factor for
pairs of models, under the assumption that the models are equally likely a priori. We compared the model
with the lowest BIC value (the model with just an intercept in the fixed-effects structure) with the next best
model (the model with a separate fixed-effect of TargetType). The Bayes Factor for this comparison is 9.6,
in favor of the model with just an intercept in the fixed-effects structure. This constitutes “positive” evidence
in favor of the simplest model (Raftery 1995). Furthermore, as per the BIC-Bayes Factor approximation, the
larger the difference in BIC values, the larger the Bayes Factor in support of the model with the smaller BIC
value. Therefore, as a logical extension, comparing the simplest model (with the lowest BIC) against any of
the other models should result in larger Bayes Factors in support of the simplest model, suggesting that the
data are most consistent with the simplest model.

Finally, we also did the same analyses with the raw RTs as the dependent variable. Again, the best model
based on a chi-squared test of the log-likelihood ratios and BIC values was one with just an intercept in the
fixed-effects structure. And the model had a Bayes Factor of 12.1 compared to the next best model, again
suggesting that it was indeed the best model for the data.

2 There is no simple way to present all comparisons made; we present them in the order of ascending degrees of freedoms for
the models. In Table 2, there is no p-value associated with the 1 + POA row; the pairwise comparison with the previous model
(namely, fixed-effects = 1 + TargetType) does not constitute a nested model comparison.
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2.3 Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 do not provide any clear evidence of feature priming, particularly in the statistical
modelling. It is worth noting that visual inspection of the results initially suggested that Bilabial and Velar
conditions might have some facilitatory priming, but the Alveolar condition clearly did not. Although the
pattern was not found to be present based on statistical analysis, it does lead to a tempting connection with
claims of coronal underspecification (Avery and Rice 1989, Eulitz and Lahiri 2004). As per the coronal under-
specification viewpoint, coronals (and consequently, alveolars) are not specified for POA features; therefore,
alveolar segments might not be expected to prime other alveolars. Given that the pattern is observed only
in the visual depiction of the results and not the statistical analysis, it is difficult to say more. As discussed
above, it is possible that this is an issue of lack of enough statistical power; we presented the Bayes Factor
analyses specifically to address this issue. Having said this, we believe ultimately the best way to probe the
issue is through replication. However, we show in Experiment 2 that the pattern of results is not even in the
expected direction. Therefore, connecting the results in Experiment 1 to coronal underspecification, though
tempting, is ultimately undesired.

Experiment 1 does have some problemswith interpretation given that therewere potentially some uncon-
trolled aspects in the stimuli. First, the stimuli in the different POA conditions were not balanced in some
ways; while some prime/target pairs had changes in manner of articulation, others had a change in voicing.
Therefore, it is possible that thenonsignificant effects observedaredue to this uncontrolled aspect of the stim-
ulus pairs. Second, though the stimuli were controlled for in terms of frequencies, they were not controlled
for in terms of lexical neighborhood densities, which have been shown to affect word recognition (Luce and
Pisoni 1998) and production (Vitevitch and Sommers 2003; Taler et al. 2010); therefore, it is conceivable that
they might affect priming too. We address both of these concerns in Experiment 2.

3 Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was more constrained in several ways. To increase power, we designed a within-subjects study.
To control for potential orthographic effects, we opted for a fully auditory presentation style. To control for
lexical competition effects, we additionally controlled for neighborhood densities. To account for the poten-
tial confound that the POAs had different types of segments in the primes, we restricted onset consonants to
single stop segments.

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Participants

Thirty-one native speakers of American English participated in an LDT in a within-subjects design. All
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing. Participants were all students at a large
Midwestern university and completed the study for course credit, and none had participated in Experiment 1.

3.1.2 Materials

Stimuli were similar to those used in Experiment 1, but with the added constraints mentioned above. We
used 14 pairs of Related-Unrelated stimuli from each of the three POA conditions, so each participant saw
a total of 84 experimental items. All Related pairs differed in one feature: voicing of the initial consonant.
All Unrelated pairs differed in both voicing and POA of the initial consonant, but shared manner of articula-
tion. Again, the mean loge frequencies for target words did not differ significantly between the Related and
Unrelated conditions for any of the POAs for either primes or targets (see Supplementary Materials).

The neighborhood densities for pairs of words were controlled for as much as possible based on the log10
Kucera-Francis (KF) frequency weighted densities, obtained from the Irvine Phonotactic Online Dictionary v.
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1.4 (Vaden et al. 2009) (see Supplementary Materials). It is worth pointing out that the difference in values
for the Velar primes and targets are marginally significant (velar primes [t(22.9) = 2.05, p = 0.06], velar tar-
gets [t(22.9) = 2.03, p = 0.06]), suggesting that there is the possibility of a sufficient departure from the null
hypothesis expectation of “no difference” for each comparison; however, foreshadowing the results some-
what, this does not seem to have affected the pattern of results, as ultimately we did not find any effect of
priming for any of the POA conditions.

Some words in the test items were deemed inappropriate later for the same reasons noted in Experiment
1. After removing those words, there were 13 pairs of Bilabial Related words and Velar Unrelated words, and
12 pairs of the rest of the conditions (see Supplementary Materials).

The creation of the fillers and the ratio of nonce words to real words was identical to that of Experiment 1.
All stimuli were recorded by a single female speaker with an American Midwestern accent. As in Experiment
1, each word began with ∼50 ms of silence and was normalized to 70 dB in Praat.

3.1.3 Procedure

Using an LDT, we again tested priming effects of a Related/Unrelated prime-word. Participants responded
to every word by indicating whether it was a real English word or not. Experiment 2 used only an auditory
presentation. All other details of the procedure were identical to those in Experiment 1.

3.2 Results

All 31 participants passed the minimum accuracy threshold of 75%. As with Experiment 1, we removed all
erroneous responses [84 responses (3.8%)] and removed RTs that were below 250ms or above 2.5 s as outliers
[17measurements (0.8%)]. The RTs analysedwere only for correct responses, and theywere loge-transformed.
The mean raw and loge-transformed RTs for each condition are reported in Table 3.

A visual inspection of the mean differences in the raw and loge RTs (Unrelated-Related) suggested a pos-
sible facilitation effect of priming for the Related targets in the Alveolar condition, and a possible inhibitory
priming effect for the Bilabial/Velar conditions (Figure 2).

We followedupon the visual inspectionwith linearmixed-effectsmodelling. The dependent variablewas
the loge RT for the target word. The independent variables were POA (Bilabial, Alveolar, Velar) and Target-
Type (Unrelated, Related). The baseline was the alveolar Related words. The most complex random-effects
structure that converged was one with a varying intercept for subjects and items, varying slopes of POA and
TargetType by subjects, and a varying slope of the interaction of POA*TargetType by subjects.

The best model, based on a chi-squared test of the log-likelihood ratios, is one with just an intercept and
no other fixed effects (Table 4). The BIC values also suggested that the null model with no fixed-effects except
the intercept was the best model, suggesting that none of the differences between the Unrelated and Related
words were significant. Therefore, as with Experiment 1, there are no clear priming effects.

As with Experiment 1, the BIC values were used to approximate the Bayes Factor for pairs of models,
under the assumption that the models were equally likely a priori. We compared the model with the lowest
BIC value (the model with just an intercept in the fixed-effects structure) with the next best model (the model
with a separate fixed-effect of TargetType). As per the approximation in Wagenmakers (2007), the Bayes
Factor for this comparison is 47, in favor of the model with just an intercept in the fixed-effects structure. This

Table 3: RTs for both target types for each POA (units: ms, loge-ms).

POA Raw RTs (ms) LogeRTs

Unrelated Related Diff. Unrelated Related Diff.

Alveolar 816 792 24 6.67 6.64 0.03
Bilabial 809 827 −18 6.66 6.67 −0.01
Velar 813 837 −24 6.67 6.68 −0.01
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Figure 2: LogeRTs for all three places of articulation.

Table 4: Comparison of linear mixed-effects models for Experiment 2.

Fixed effects BIC χ2 df Pr(>χ2)

Intercept 113.2
1 + TargetType 120.9 0.0002 1 0.99
1 + POA 128.2 0.38 1
1 + POA + TargetType 135.9 0.002 1 0.96
1 + POA + TargetType + POA*TargetType 150.2 1.07 2 0.59

constitutes strong evidence in favor of the simplest model (Raftery 1995). As a logical extension, comparing
the simplestmodel (with the lowest BIC) against any of the othermodels should result in a larger Bayes Factor
in support of the simplest model. Therefore, the data is most consistent with the simplest model.

Finally, we also did the same analyses with the raw RTs as the dependent variable. Again, the best model
based on a chi-squared test of the log-likelihood ratios and the lowest BIC valuewas onewith just an intercept
in the fixed-effects structure. This model had a Bayes Factor of 42.5 compared to the next best model, again
suggesting strong evidence in favor of the simplest model (Raftery 1995).

3.3 Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 once again do not provide any clear support for featural priming. In visual inspec-
tion, there appeared to be the possibility of a slight facilitatory effect for the Alveolar condition; however, the
statisticalmodelling did not bear this out. Experiment 1 revealed the same lack of priming. Furthermore, even
in the visual inspection of the data, the pattern of results in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 are quite different.
So, a reasonable interpretation of the results is that they are not identifying a real priming effect.

Finally, we think, the use of a single speaker for both primes and targets should have enhanced the prim-
ing effect, if present. Therefore, the lack of priming strongly suggests that a feature-driven priming effect
might not be present at all.

4 General discussion
Taken together, these two experiments do not present any consistent evidence of phonological feature prim-
ing. Rather, any small and unstable priming effects of POA observed in visual inspection hint at random
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chance occurrence. While further studies that test other features, such as manner of articulation or voicing,
and studies that directly test featural priming against known priming effects such as semantic priming are
needed to complete the story, the present findings support an account where phonological features (at least,
POA features) are not accessible to priming effects.

Summarizing, although there is evidence of facilitatory priming for segments in some lexical contexts
(Dufour 2008), the evidence for syllable-priming is weak to nonexistent (Schiller et al. 2002). And with the
current results, there appears to be no evidence of systematic priming for phonological features, particularly
POA features. This raises the possibility that at least the segment priming effects observed in other studies
might be driven by another factor. Following Kazanina et al. (2017), we would like to suggest that exposure
to orthography might have an indirect role in priming tasks, as knowledge of an alphabetic writing system
may make the relevant phonological representations more consciously accessible, at least as they relate to
full segments. Similarly, syllables are consciously available to at least some American English speakers, as
syllabic segmenting is explicitly taught in primary and middle schools. Phonological features, on the other
hand, are not taught (except to linguistics students) and are not consciously available in a way similar to seg-
ments or syllables. Therefore, it is possible that priming in these cases is tracking some consciously-available
representation, which may or may not be isomorphic with the (subconscious) representations needed for
linguistic computation.

Considering that we are suggesting a null effect of priming, it would be reasonable to ask if we were
unable to measure priming because of a ceiling effect. That is, because both the Related and Unrelated con-
ditionshadoverlapping rimes, andprevious researchhas found that rimeoverlap induces facilitatorypriming
effects, were we unable to measure a real priming effect because RTs were effectively already at ceiling? We
consider this explanation of our findings unlikely; Slowiaczek et al. (1987) have already shown that rime
overlap alone does not put priming effects at ceiling, as identity priming still results in a greater facilitation
effect than rime overlap alone. Because there are other cases of rime overlap not leading to ceiling effects,
it is not obvious that the lack of a clear priming effect in our experiments can be explained through ceiling
effects. Essentially, there are facilitatory priming effects greater than rime overlap, so rime overlap does not
put RTs at ceiling, and we interpret this to mean that there is still room for additional overlap (say, of featural
information) to produce additional facilitation effects.

Given our claim, it is fair to ask how this finding relates to the observed priming of abstract representa-
tions beyondphonological ones, for example, priming of syntactic representations (Bock 1986, et seq.). Brani-
gan and Pickering (2016) recognize a difference between structures inferred from acceptability judgments
(and syntactic patterns) versus those that seem to be accessible in priming, and suggest that a “shallow” syn-
tactic representation that is devoid of empty categories associated with themovement of constituents is what
is typically primed. Crucially related to our findings, Branigan and Pickering (2016) point out that despite
the evidence for priming of structural representations, “sublexical features” such as those signifying tense
or aspect marking fail to show priming effects. This interesting parallel between the syntactic and phonolog-
ical priming results supports our interpretation that abstract featural representations are not accessible to
priming. What this means for the nature of (morphosyntactic) featural representations and for the specific
processing level that “syntactic” priming targets remains a question for further research.

Before concluding, it is important to recognize that one could interpret the results in this article as argu-
ing that phonological features are not psychologically real, or that phonological features are not accessed
in speech perception. With respect to the former possibility, we share the view along with most phonolo-
gists that features play an important role in accounting for phonological patterns, particularly patterns of
vowel/consonant harmony and assimilation (Kenstowicz 1994; Halle 2013). While some have suggested that
phonological featuresmight be emergent, but not innate, based on patterns in the language (Mielke 2008), as
far as POA features are concerned, there is ample evidence from nasal place assimilation patterns in English
that there is indeed a need for them in English phonology; therefore, the issue of whether such features are
innate or emergent is somewhat tangential to the current article. With respect to the second issue of whether
phonological features are accessible during speech perception, again it is our view that the evidence in the
literature supports the claim that phonological features are recruited during speech perception. For exam-
ple, Moreton (2002) shows that word-initial [dl] sequences are misperceived more by English listeners than
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word-initial [bw] sequences, though both sequences are absent word-initially in English. He argues that his
results stem from structural (or featural) cooccurrence constraints, and cannot be accounted for by segmen-
tal cooccurrence constraints. Furthermore, the use of abstract featural knowledge in speech perception has
been used to explain asymmetric patterns ofmismatch negativity (MMN) (Eulitz and Lahiri 2004; Hestvik and
Durvasula 2016). Finally, in a recent review of the evidence for phonological knowledge in speech perception,
Monahan (2018) argues that distinctive features (including POA features) “play a role in speech comprehen-
sion, serving as a basis for predictions of what we will hear next.” (See Blumstein (2016) for another recent
review arguing for phonological features in speech perception).³ For the above reasons, we see the lack of
priming for phonological (place) features as suggesting that priming is likely the wrong task to probe them.
Therefore, the results ultimately inform usmore about the probative value of priming as an experimental task
than about phonological representations.
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